
METABICAL CASE

cody layton marketing metabical case analysis problem statement: metabical was introduced the cambridge sciences
pharmaceuticals as prescription drug.

The major issue that Print needs to consider is the number of pills that would be included in each pack. It is
essential to be equally successful in the marketing to doctors as patients because if the Medical Community
accepts the drug as an effective and safe method of losing weight, more and more doctors will recommend it
to patients and positive PR will follow. I would recommend package size for 12 weeks 84 pills. Other than
that, the weaknesses of the products also low if compare with the strength of the products itself. Cons:
Considering it is the first of its kind, full value is not being leveraged. Target Market Metabical will be
marketed to overweight women of the age from  The first is prescribed drugs. The Metabical also will be sold
on this road show with discounted price and the customer will get the free e-books that will teach them a
healthy life style. Packaging Metabical had two critical launch strategy decisions. Generally people trust
prescribed drugs rather than non-prescribed ones. It calculates the relationship between weight and height
associated with body fat and health risk. The website will include Social media functionality including a
Twitter and Facebook where customers and doctors can talk about their successes when taking Metabical.
Television and radio will be utilized weeks before the drug is released to the public in order to create hype and
a viral marketing effect. The product launch of Metabical was scheduled in January  Budget After analyzing
the budget it has been concluded that the money allocated is appropriate. Since the customer does not forget to
buy back or buy a recipe, the dropout rate is lower. Packaging decision is the first thing that needs to be taken
care of. Barbara Printup, the Senior Marketing Director for Cambridge Sciences Pharmaceuticals, is
responsible for creating the positioning strategy and marketing communications plan in preparation for the
introduction of Metabical. Other OTC solutions such as green tea extract, conjugated linoleic acid, bitter
orange, etc. For the advertising strategy, direct to consumer DTC advertising is the way how to influence
people to buy the products. No Ratings Yet. Competitive pricing can be reversed. Aggressively priced, but
portrayed as a niche brand. This gives the product a better chance to sell its predicted volume. Sales Force:
Secondary Target A CSP Sales team will responsible for two gastrointestinal drugs directed to give details of
Metabical to the health care providers in their territories, and add it to their existing portfolios. It is important
to analyze the demographics of what kind of customers are purchasing each year and tweak the demand
forecast or marketing strategy if necessary. The percentage of obesity rose steadily with age in both genders;
the highest occurrence among men age 65 to 74 and women age 55 to 64 with overall more prevalence in men
rather than women. The second option was a non-prescription weight loss medication. Shed excess pounds
with Metabical and discover a happier, more attractive you. Gender bias may mean loss of half the segment in
a single shot? The final weight loss option was a diet plan, exercise plan, mealy replacement products, weight
management support programs, or pre-packaged food distribution services. CSP teams will gain the prominent
information especially customer email and home address so that it will be easily to send them any promotion
events. Their professional life could also be negatively affected, as excess weight has been found to adversely
influence hiring decisions, wages and promotions. Other than that, the viral marketing will be implementing
through social networking sites such as Facebooks, Twitter, Instagram and Blog to create buzz about
Metabical. The marketing message to the target market must address this point. This hurt the industry
credibility as a whole. So, no matter what the price, they do not pay. However, setting the price too high
would not be a good idea because exhibit 1 tells us that the buyers of this drug would most likely have lesser
income. However, this prescription drug option did not account for the overweight segment of BMI between
the ages of 25 and 30 seeking weight loss solutions. Print makes an assumption while determining the price of
Metabolic using the first pricing model. During this road show, customer will be attending the talk session to
get the more information about the drugs that can fight and block the fats. With the market research and
market survey done, the marketing communication approaches of Metabical would be successful in creating a
high demand for the product and ensure a sustainable growth for many years to come. Which communication
channel strategies i.


